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More details
UK Micro Magic Association: http://magicmicro.org/news.

php
Micro Magic International  Association:    http://www.

micromagic.info/

Footy Class
At one Foot (305 mm) overall Footy is the smallest of all our 
racing class but nevertheless the Class has a full program 
of open meetings each year, a strong Midlands League, an 
annual championship, a European Championship, and a 
following in America, Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere. 
Racing skippers fi nd the boat able to tack ‘under the mast’, 
and think nothing of ‘putting to sea’ in conditions which 
might deter other boats. 

The rules are simple requiring only that the boats fi ts a 
virtual box one foot (305mm) long by six inches (153mm) 
wide by one foot (305mm) deep with additional allowances 
for rudder and bowsprit.  Sails are readily homemade 
and the class is enjoyed by skippers who have a taste for 
experimenting with design at low cost.  Plans for successful 
designs are readily available through the Footy web site and 
it has been known to start a hull and fi nish it in bear form in 
about 20 minutes using Roger Stollery’s Supabug design. 
See a video on: http://www.sailfootyuk.com/supabug.html

Modern designs include ICE and Supabug, Razor, 
Ranger 3, and others.

Kits and complete boats are available from Peter 
Henderson: http://www.refl ectionspjh.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/
bmyc/footy_plans.htm

Breaking Wind Worldwide for Half Pint Too: http://www.
breakingwindboats.webs.com

Class registrar:  Peter Jackson Email: avro1@btinternet.
com MYA Web Site / Members Area/Technical Documents

Web site: http://www.sailfootyuk.com/
Interested Clubs: fl eets of Footys are found in several 

parts of the country including : Abington Park MYC, 
Birmingham MYC, Clevedon & District MBC, Cotswold MBC, 
Guildford MYC, Hill Head Sailing Club, Southwater Dabblers 
MBC and others.

� e Soling, Fiesta and, Victoria, 
will all be dealt with in a future issue 
of Acquaint.

� e ISAF One 
Metre Class
Part 5. � is article, kindly provided by 
Graham Bantock, brings us up-to-date 
with developments in the ISAF One 
Metre Class, and addresses a number of 
the technical issues including those of 
beam and stability.

More details

Footys racing in almost windless 
conditions.  � ey are equally happy when 
it’s blowing hard! 

UK Micro Magic Association: http://magicmicro.org/news.
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� e ISAF One 
Metre Class
Part 5. � is article, kindly provided by 
Graham Bantock, brings us up-to-date 
with developments in the ISAF One 
Metre Class, and addresses a number of 
the technical issues including those of 
beam and stability.
The 2012 European championship held on the sea in Cres, 
Croatia, gave two days of stronger winds and relatively big 
seas where boats were hard pressed in No 1 rig or more 
comfortable in No 2 rig. Following that the wind died slowly 
leaving only 13 races completed after 6 days of racing. Still, 
more than enough races to decide a champion.  Many of 
the narrow designs were present. 20 per cent of the fl eet 
were BRIT POPs with 10 or so other designs from the narrow 
camp. Possibly there would have been more sailors using 
narrow hulls but the perennial shortage of building capacity 
in the sport means transition to any new theme will usually 
be relatively slow. This is good as it gives time for new 
trends to be well evaluated against the existing fl eet. In the 
aftermath of the 1997 world championship anything labelled 
a ‘skiff’ was desirable and the wider the better! Although 
there were several ‘fashion’ copies of the TS2 none came 
close in terms of performance. 

The TS2 was, in fact, a well designed system that worked 
well as a whole. This should ring warning bells both for 
owners and would be designers.... it is not one feature of a 
boat (the hull, the fi n, the rig, etc) that renders it a success, it 
is invariably the integrated whole system. Likewise we should 
learn to not write off any design of hull (or whatever) just 
because it does not perform at world championship winning 
level. We should always seek to identify the elements that 
are good and bad and, more importantly, the way they work 
together. The record will show that BRIT POP has joined the 
ranks of great IOM designs by taking 6 of the top 11 places 
at the 2012 European championship and winning 9 of the 12 
A fl eet races. Of course, other designs took part in the event 
too!

� e trend towards narrow
World championship winning boats in the IOM class have 
taken just 14 years to go from the 300 mm beam of the TS2 
(1997) to barely over half that with BRITPOP (2011). But 
during that time there has been the opportunity to evaluate 
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properly the strengths and weaknesses 
of designs over a long period of time. 
The best designs (TS2, IKON, WIDGET, 
TOPIKO, PIKANTO, OBSESSION) have 
all proved competitive over a relatively 
long life. We can reasonably expect 
the same for BRITPOPs and its sister 
designs provided they each have all the 
other details right and are well sorted 
systems. 

Michael Scharmer pioneered very 
narrow IOMs as early as 2000 but 
without consistent success. His best 
place was 4th at the 2004 Europeans 
with many wins at national level in 
Germany. The SCHARMING design is 
representative of them. Now he can 
take comfort that others have built 
successfully on the foundations he laid 
down.

Why the long route?
So why have very narrow boats come 
to the fore after many years of design 
led by pure intuition, deduction and 
observation, in the case of many 
designers, assisted by powerful 
velocity prediction programs (VPPs) in 
the case of a few? If those costly VPPs 
were right, how is it that the designers 
who used them (Bantock, Dicks, 
Hollom, Lewis) were not led directly to 
what seems to be the best solution?

Back to basics
Let’s go back to 1997. At that time the 
fl eet of European IOMs were of what we 
now think of as moderate beam (RED 
WINE, METRICK MAGICK, WIDGET). 
The 1997 world championship was 
sailed mostly in stronger winds and 

was won by the TS2 of Craig Smith. 
Many sisterships gave excellent 
results in the same event. Only Martin 
Roberts and Geoff Smale placed 
more moderate boats towards the 
top (2 DOGS, WIDGET). The phone at 
SAILSetc was constantly ringing with 
potential customers wanting to know if 
we would be making a ‘skiff’. Several 
‘fashion’ copies of the TS2 appeared 
soon afterwards and their performance 
was universally dismal. The next world 
championship would be held on the 
sea in Malta where it could be breezy 
but there would be a preponderance 
of European boats present with fewer 
from Australasia. The boat I used to 
win the 1994 worlds where wind was 
predicted to be light, and was light, was 
clearly inadequate in even a moderate 
breeze. What should we do next? 

My conclusion was that I needed the 
best quality design tools for guidance. 
The use of VPPs was becoming 
commonplace amongst designers of 
big boats and a little research showed 
the cost of purchase was similar to 
the real cost of taking a new design 
through from the drawing board to 
sailing trials (design time, planning, 
plug and mould making, construction, 
rigging, counting materials and time 
for all those). On that basis why 
should we not buy a VPP? It was an 
easy decision to take and the chosen 
WinDesign program was delivered with 
adjustments making it suitable for use 
at model rather than big boat size.

The fi rst use of the VPP was to 
compare the performance of as many 
existing IOMs as possible with a view to 
seeing how their VPP rating compared 
to ‘real life’. Quite well as it happened. 

The next step was to work through 
alternative designs to produce a boat 
that would be capable of competing 
with, and beating, the TS2. The 
design that seemed the best choice 
was eventually named IKON and its 
performance was indeed very strong. 
Job done.

Useful tool for other 
classes too
Since that fi rst use I have found the 
VPP to be a very useful and reliable 
tool to aid hull/yacht design. Its great 
virtue is that it allows many alternative 
designs to be compared quite quickly. 
The hydrostatics (wetted surface area, 
prime dimensions and stability of the 
boat in the upright and many heeled 
conditions) can be found in a few 
minutes for a boat whose lines are on a 
CAD program. This data can be fed into 
the VPP in a similar time. The VPP run 
takes the blink of an eye. Comparison 
of the performance data with that of 
other successful boats is also quick. 
Thanks to this, many diverse, even 
wacky, hull forms can be explored fairly 
quickly. 

Lessons learned from 
10 Rater designs
The second use of the VPP for me was 
in the design of the Ten Rater (10R) we 
built for the 1999 world championship. 
Successful designs in the 10R and 
Marblehead (M) class have a depth/
length ratio in the region of 0.46 to 0.50 
compared to 0.42 for the IOM. Whereas 
a M has a restricted rig height the 
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Ten Rater does not. So it seems 
reasonable that a 10R hull should have 
a larger waterline beam and maximum 
beam for its waterline length than a 
M in order to support the taller and 
larger rig that it is permitted to carry. 
Waterline beam of the better 10Rs was 
around 15% of waterline length against 
12% for the better Ms. Indeed that was 
exactly what we found seemed to be 
the case. VPP predictions matched 
the current reality fairly well. The best 
design went into production as PRIZM 
and remains a strong performer.

 By 2006 we wanted to produce 
our 10R using pre-preg carbon and 
this meant investing in new moulds. 
This represented an opportunity to 
re-visit the design of PRIZM with a 
view to seeing if more performance 
could be extracted. It could, marginally 
so, by making the hull slab sided. 
This sacrifi ced some stability but 
increased the sailing length by virtue of 
dropping the hull deeper into the water 
on heeling. Some stability could be 
recovered by using a slightly deeper fi n 
whose drag could be compensated for 
by shortening the measured waterline 
and gaining some sail area. The slim 
new boat, DIAMOND, represented an 
overall improvement in performance of 
about 0.5%. Hardly a great deal for the 
many hours of work involved, testament 
to the thoroughness of the original 
design work for PRIZM, but worth 
having nonetheless. 

Pointers for the IOM 
from other classes
What does this indicate for the IOM 
class? In the IOM, ballast ratio is 62.5% 
against 72-75% for M and 10R. Draught 
is limited to 0.42 of the waterline length, 
sail area for its length (area/length^2) is 
larger than for the M and the same as 
for a 10R, sail area for its displacement 
is similar to the M and 10R. On this 
basis we could expect waterline and 
maximum beam to be higher than for 
both the M and 10R as there will be 
a clear need to compensate for the 
loss of stability due to the combined 
effect of shorter fi n and lower ballast 
ratio. The benefi t of gaining a longer 
waterline length when a slab sided 10R 
is heeled cannot accrue for an IOM 
where waterline length will be much the 
same at all heel angles.

Pointers from the 
IOM class

IOMs with a waterline beam of around 160-180 mm and with maximum beam 
in the region 180-210 mm would seem a likely best solution. Indeed the graph of 
wetted surface area (wsa) against waterline (wl) beam (Figure 1) shows there is 
little reduction in frictional drag to be gained by going much narrower than that 
region. Figure 2 tells a similar story.

Figure 1. Wetted surface area 
(was) against waterline beam. 
Bantock / Gilbert.

Figure 2. Wetted surface area 
(was) against maximum waterline 
beam. Bantock / Gilbert.
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The graphs of righting arm (Figures 3 & 4) show a continuing 
reduction in stability as waterline beam and maximum beam 
drop to lower figures.

Figure 3. Graph of righting 
arm against waterline beam. 
Bantock / Gilbert

Figure 4. Graph of righting 
arm against maximum beam. 
Bantock / Gilbert

Figure 5. Graph of 
righting arm against 
wetted surface area. 
Bantock / Gilbert
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All the indications were that hulls 
as narrow as BRITPOP and its close 
sisters should not be expected to give 
best performance across a wide range 
of conditions. The logic above seemed 
to be confi rmed by the evaluation of 
the VPP. However it was diffi cult, and 
possibly foolhardy, to ignore the results 
these boats were giving even allowing 
for the high level of ability of the sailors 
involved.

 So, what exactly is going on? 
There is a possibility that the data 
and assumptions on which the VPP 
bases its calculations overvalues 
the contribution of stability and/
or overestimates the added drag of 
narrow hull forms in surface waves. 

� e issue of stability …
Looking at the stability issue fi rst; if 
the effect of stability on performance 
is fundamentally overestimated (and 
experience with big boat rating rules 
that use a VPP as a basis have tended 
to confi rm this) then narrower boats will 
be more competitive in real life than the 
VPP predicts. 

… and of surface waves…
Then to consider the effect of surface 
waves; imagine a wide boat sailing to 
windward though large surface waves 
with the associated pitching and 
heaving motions induced as the boat 
makes its passage through the waves. 

There is more drag associated with 
that motion compared with the drag in 
fl at water as the hull and appendages 
are constantly changing their attitude 
in the water. Additionally there will 
probably be less forward force 
generated by the rig as it will only rarely 
be trimmed to suit any instantaneous 
condition well. It is not hard to imagine 
that a hull half as wide will experience 
less disturbing force from the 
encountered waves, less added drag, 
and less degradation of the forward 
force produced by the rig. If the added 
drag experienced by a hull when sailing 
to windward through surface waves 
(and reduced forward force produced 
by the rig) is not taken into account by 
the VPP it seems likely narrower hulls 
will become more competitive than 
wide hulls (all else being equal) where 
there are surface waves. 

… and of balance…
A factor that Lester Gilbert and I 

have been able to learn a little about 
recently is the balance issue. Some 
tests we were able to carry out using 
the Southampton University towing 
tank showed how much less helm a 
narrow hull needs to counteract the 
luffi ng tendency that grows with heel 
angle. Less helm, less drag, faster 
boat. That is a simple dictum that does 
not necessarily follow since weather 
helm is known to be useful for reducing 
drag. See David Hollom’s excellent 
article in the Seattle club’s newsletter 
on why boats with chines may be fast. 
The truth is that a boat that tends to 
hold its course is faster simply because 
it is more able to sail happily without 
continual external input from the sailor. 

… and sailor skill
Another possibility is that hard working 
and inventive rc sailors have learned 
how to make rigs on narrow and over 
canvassed boats work well enough to 
get them to the windward mark quickly 
enough for them to do their devastating 
work downwind. This is a new variation 
on an older discovery.... Martin Roberts 
learned a long time ago that the way 
to beat a TS2 with a WIDGET in a 
breeze was by changing down a rig 
rather than by attempting to match rigs. 
In the meantime some have learned 
how to de-power the rig in a breeze to 
the point where it will get the boat to 
windward without losing too much to 
more stable designs. This may well be 
the key to getting to the leeward mark 
at or near the front most of the time 
even if not all of the time. From there it 
is possible to control the race.

So, why not go narrow?
Where does this leave us? If the VPP 
was wrong, and the new breed of 
narrow hulls were indeed faster, then 
the VPP could be useful as a tool to 
discriminate between a batch of narrow 
hulls. If the VPP was right and choosing 
a narrow hull with low stability was the 
wrong course of action then, if all the 
top sailors were choosing such boats, 
there is not much danger in doing the 
same. So, with some trepidation, in 
early 2012 we chose to make an IOM 
design, named FRAKTAL, that the 
VPP rated marginally less well in some 
conditions than previous SAILSetc 
designs but, importantly, better than 
other narrow designs. 

Few surprises at the 2013 
GBR Championships
The 2013 GBR national championship 
showed few surprises from a design 
perspective. A large part of the 
fl eet has been attracted to narrower 
hulls, mostly BRITPOPs. Martin 
Roberts seems to have restored his 
performance somewhat by choosing to 
campaign the BRITPOP clone CHEINZ 
by Jeff Byerley. Peter Stollery failed 
to match his previous success after 
switching to an ARRIVAL by David 
Hollom although part of this can be 
attributed to lack of familiarity with the 
boat. With fewer of the better sailors 
using wider boats it was not surprising 
that the next top placed wider boats 
(DEPARTURE, the close sister to 
ARRIVAL, OBSESSION, ARRIVAL) were 
lower down the scale at 11th, 22nd 
and 23rd. Bantock’s FRAKTAL fared 
well in the lighter conditions but less 

Fraktal
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so in the breeze. The new design from 
Ian Vickers, the V8, is indeed a well 
performing narrow hull. It was good 
enough in Ian’s hands to win the USA 
IOM nationals from Brad Gibson who 
was handicapped, it seems, by some 
rc failure. FUSION, the recent design 
by Craig Smith was seen at Fleetwood 
in the hands of visiting sailor Lindsay 
Walker who placed 21st. It is also in the 
narrow boat category.

Looking to the future
What for the future then? Narrow hull 
forms are certain to remain the best 
choice for a considerable time if only 
because all the top sailors are using 
them. My guess is that it would take 
an exceptional sailor combined with an 
excellent match of boat and conditions 
to get an opportunity to succeed 
against the current status quo.

With our many thanks to Graham 
Bantock.  All his preceding articles in 
this highly informative series may be 
found on the MYA Knowledge Base at 
www.mya-uk.org.uk - follow the links 
to the Knowledge Base and previous 
issues of Acquaint.  All the graphs and 
graphics provided with this article are 
available on the Knowledge Base at 
larger sizes. A short report on the 2013 
IOM GBR National Championships 
appears on page 29.

Britpop

Lintel
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